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 Figure S1: Chemical and physical variables recorded at Santa Cruz Wharf (CeNCOOS) which includes Ammonia, 
Nitrate, Phosphate, Silicic Acid, Domoic Acid, and Water Temperature. 

 



 

Figure S2: California Environmental Data Exchange Network stations (green markers), National Water Information 
System stations (blue markers), and Santa Cruz Wharf location (red marker). River directly right of SC Wharf is the San 
Lorenzo River and the far east water body with observation stations is Soquel Creek (Google Maps). 

 



 



 



 

Figure S3.  Inland nutrients used for Example 2 (SCW + Inland) produced using data collected from CEDEN observations 
(mg/L, blue and red points) and the historical inland water quality recreation with WRTDS (kg/day, blue and red lines) 
using the EGRET package in R (Hirsch and De Cicco 2015; R Core Team 2021). 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 
Figure S4.  CLR transformed values over time for each bacterial OTU.  
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Figure S5.  Time series of observed (A) and simulated (B) chlorophyll a at Santa Cruz Wharf using SCW + Inland dataset 
(CeNCOOS-CEDEN).  
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Additional Background 

 

Weighted Regressions on Time, Discharge, and Seasons (WRTDS) Implementation on CEDEN Data. WRTDS is a 

statistical method to assess long timescale trends of water quality data. By breaking down water quality data trends into 

trend, season, response from discharge, and random variability, WRTDS estimates historical concentration of inputted 

water quality. WRTDS was implemented using the EGRET package in the R language.1 Necessary data parameters for 

WRTDS include, daily minimum concentration, daily maximum concentration, whether a daily recording is uncensored or 

not, and the average concentration for the day. Due to instrument uncertainty, reporting limits are used in water quality 

measurements. A reporting limit is the threshold where the precision and accuracy of sample detection and measurement 

worsens. To simplify the process for formatting the CEDEN data to EGRET specifications, a procedure for keeping and 

discarding data was created to take into account cases for days with only censored measurements and those with a mix 

of censored and uncensored. For cases with censored only within a day, the difference between the respective reporting 

limits for each data point and its measurement was taken. Of the set of differences, the data point with the smallest 

difference was kept. The daily minimum for that day was then set as NA, the daily mean as the measured value for the 

kept data point, the daily maximum as the reporting limit, and “uncen” as 0. For cases with both uncensored and censored 

data, all censored data was discarded. Of those points kept, the daily minimum was set as the minimum measurement, 

the daily mean as the mean measurement, the daily maximum as the maximum, and “uncen” as 1. After formatting was 



finished, complete records of daily discharge stations from the National Water Information System (NWIS) were located 

within Santa Cruz watershed (San Lorenzo River Station – 11161000, Soquel Creek Station – 11160000). WRTDS was 

then implemented and each analyte’s daily history of concentrations, fluxes, and flow normalized versions of the two were 

produced.  
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